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RONY
Aerialography
Explore and master a beautifully choreographed routine on silks. Focusing 
less on big skills and more on transitions, flow and fluidity. This workshop is 
about recreating the smaller skills & moves, into a breathtaking performance!

JADE
Getting Splitty! 
Learn some of Jade's all time favourite split based moves on Lyra. From 
skills, to splitty sequences and transitions… If there’s a chance to split, Jade 
will find it! 
**A decent split and hip rotation is beneficial for this workshop**
Lyra Flow-ography  
Link and flow through your skills on to create seamless transitions and 
sequences. Combined with music to create a flowing, mini, lyrical routine.
Bend it Back  
Jade will have you bending over backwards for her in this workshop :P 
Explore different ways to utilise and showcase your back flexibility on silks. 
You don't have to be a contortionist it’s all about getting creative with angles!
All Tied Up - Belay Skills  
Learn how to tie and tangle yourself up in silks, in this belay skills 
workshops. Belay skills are all about forming a knot in the silks to create 
different positions hanging by hands, feet, arms, etc! Come and get All Tied 
Up with Jade!
Double Lyra (Meg & Jade) 
Double up the fun with Double Lyra! A combination of mirror image and 
basing skills. Single enrolments welcome, however we encourage you to 
sign up with a friend for double the fun! 

MEG
All the in Between
Transitions, transitions, transitions! Work with Meg to unlock your creativity. 
Learn to link and intertwine all skills big or small, into seamless, original 
sequences! 



(Meg continued…)
Find your Spot in Spins 
Imagine spinning super fast with speed and control on the lyra… Learn how 
to spot, and work on body awareness, to bring the wow factor to your spins!
Strong, Speedy Spins (Silks) 
Learn the tips and tricks to building confidence and maintaining control 
during those big silks spins. Take your spins to the next level with this 
workshop!
Stretch and Flex
Get your flex on, and stretch those sore aerial muscles out!
You’ll be guided through a comprehensive, full body stretch in this workshop. 
Focusing on correct alignment and technique to assist you in being 
beautifully bendy in the air! (All levels are welcome)

DARCIE
Dance Trapeze 
Your chance to fly on Darcie's favourite apparatus! Dance trapeze has 
elements of both Lyra and silks combined in one awesome piece of 
equipment. No dance trapeze experience required, book in at your current 
silks/lyra level. 
Kitsch Chorey (lyra)
As an art movement, lifestyle, or literature and film genre, KITSCH is 
“pleasingly distasteful”. It's so weird that it's cool. It's like that leopard print 
ironing board. Come and learn tricks that will make people ask "what is going 
on there?” and at the same time exclaim “Woah, that’s SO awesome!”

SKYE
Handstands & Acro
Tips, tricks and conditioning techniques to help you find your sweet spot, 
with those elusive handstands! 
You’ll also learn the basic foundations of acrobatics, working on body control, 
strength and balance.
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